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Abstract—Cloud computing technology is very useful in present day to day life, it uses the internet and the central remote servers to provide and maintain data as well as applications. Such applications in turn can be used by the end users via the cloud communications without any installation. Moreover, the end users’ data files can be accessed and manipulated from any other computer using the internet services. Despite the flexibility of data and application accessing and usage that cloud computing environments provide, there are many questions still coming up on how to gain a trusted environment that protect data and applications in clouds from hackers and intruders. This paper surveys the “keys generation and management” mechanism and encryption/decryption algorithms used in cloud computing environments, We proposed new security architecture for cloud computing environment that considers the various security gaps as much as possible. A new cryptographic environment that implements quantum mechanics in order to gain more trusted with less computation cloud communications is given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of processing and storage technologies and the success of the Internet, computing resources have become cheaper, more powerful and more ubiquitously available than ever before. This technological trend has enabled the realization of a new computing model called cloud computing, in which resources (e.g., CPU and storage) are provided as general utilities that can be leased and released by users through the Internet on-demand fashion [1, 2]. Generally, cloud users use the resource allocation and scheduling that is offered by the cloud service provider. Therefore, security in cloud computing platforms is necessary to provide secured transmitting channels through the internet in order to protect transferred data and files [3, 4]. Otherwise, any cloud client can manipulate any files transferred through these cloud communication and transferred data or files can easily be corrupted or damaged as a result of the misuse of the intruders or hackers.

Accordingly, many companies have researched such critical security issue in cloud computing environment in order to produce commercial models that guarantee more trusted communication [9, 10, 11, 12, and 13]. Some of these models depend basically on implementing the concept of hardware encryption for gaining more secured communication channels [29]. However, such hardware implantations was so helpful for databases only it cannot be used for providing a trusted environment for the types of files without using a new encryption model exploit to key generation, distributed, and management.

CSA [5], as another example for the developed commercial models, delivers a set of practices as cloud provider for consumers and vendors to follow in each domain. However these practices did not consider the misuse of the original files or data issue, which led to more vulnerable communication that can be easily attacked and interrupted.

Later on, Meiko et al [6] consider the communication security issues that arising from adopting the cloud computing model such as side channel-attacks, Browsers attacks, Browsers’ related attacks and authentication attacks. However, their solutions taking into account the provider services side only, which considered as a weak point that can be exploited by intruders and hackers to distort and intrudes on the communication contents.

After then, Bernd et al [7, 8] discuss the security vulnerabilities existing in the cloud platform. They grouped the possible vulnerabilities into technology-related, cloud characteristics-related and security controls-related. This set of groups provide a central management for monitoring all events (upload, download) done in the cloud and classify them. Whereas a low performance accomplished with high delaying in the data transmission was clearly noticed through the implementation and verification process.

In his paper, we proposed new security architecture for cloud computing environment that considers the various security gaps as much as possible. The new environment offers a new hybrid technique that combines both the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm and the QKD as the main security algorithm used for encryption and decryption process by randomly keys generation mechanisms. The random key generation based QKD process provides more flexibility for the communication parties through attack detection. It is considered as the first hybrid technique in the field of cloud computing, which mainly concerns both the short distance associated with QKD and the Key availability associated with AES problems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II contains the related work of the cloud computing environments. In Section III, our proposed architecture and its
main building block is given. Finally, the conclusion and the future work are given in Section IV.

II. RELATED WORK

Cloud computing is an internet base environment where users can store the data remotely in the cloud. Any cloud computing environment architecture can be divided basically into three layers, the characteristics layer, the models layer (infrastructure as a services, platform as a services, and software as a services), and the deployment layer [14]. These layers aim to (i) develop and adopt the rapidly evolving of cloud technology, (ii) abstract the details of inner implementations, and, (iii) facilitate the information retrieving service anywhere, anytime[15,16]. The following subsections explain the Cloud Data Encryption Based Quantum (CDEQ) model and the Cloud Encryption Model (CEM) in details as they are the most popular models used in the encryption process based clouds.

A. Cloud Data Encryption Based Quantum (CDEQ)

Cloud data encryption based quantum technology platform dispels all security fears through cloud data transmission [17], [18], and [19]. This technology offers: simple low-cost data protection, tools and security services integration, and an efficient disasters recovery.

Quantum technology solves one of the key challenges in distributed computing. It can preserve data privacy when users interact with remote computing centers [18]. Its power came from the deployment of the Quantum Cryptography or Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) mechanisms, which are considered as the art of the encryption/decryption process [20], [21], see fig.1. Through quantum channels, data is encoded based on prepared states known as photons. These photons are then sent as "keys" for encryption/decryption secured messages [22]. The advantage of using such photons in data transmission lays in the no-cloning theorem (the quantum state of a single photon cannot be copied).

B. Cloud Encryption Models (CEM)

The two most important fields of information security in cloud environment are encryption and authentication. Generally, the encryption mechanism has become one of the basic priorities in maintaining the data security in the cloud, two popularity models based on data encryption technique are going to be explained briefly.

1. Cipher Cloud

Cipher Cloud provides a unified cloud encryption gateway with award-winning technology to encrypt sensitive data in real time before it’s sent to the cloud. It also protects enterprise data by using operations-preserving encryption and tokenization in both private and public cloud communication without affecting functionality, usability, or performance [28], [29]. Cipher cloud provides ability to create a unified data protection policy across all clouds that users probably used to store data, such as Google, Amazon, Azure and others. [30].

One the cipher cloud advantages are the offering of multiple AES-compatible encryption and tokenization options, including format and function-preserving encryption algorithms. Users see the real data when accessing an application through the Cipher Cloud security gateway, whereas the data stored in a cloud application is encrypted [30], [31].

By applying encryption in a cloud security gateway, Cipher Cloud eliminates the inherent security, privacy, and regulatory compliance risks of cloud computing [31].

Cipher Cloud’s highly secured encryption preserves both the format and function of the data, so that cloud applications remain operational, but their real content remains locked within the enterprise [31]. After then, the process is reversed when employees access cloud applications through the appliance decrypting data in real time so that users see the actual data rather than the encrypted version that resides within the cloud.

2. Cryptographic Cloud Storage

Kamara and Lauter et al [32] proposed a virtual private storage services that would satisfy the standard demands (Confidentiality, integrity, Authentication .etc.). Most of the demands are done by encrypting the documents stored in the cloud. However, such encryption leads to hardness in both the search processes through documents and the collaboration process in real time editing.

Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the cryptographic storage service that are used in solving the security problems of

Fig. 1 Schematic of QKD

Fig. 2 Cipher Cloud Model
“back-ups, archival, health record systems, secure data exchange and e-discovery” [33]. It contains three main components: Data Processor (DP) that processes data before sending it to the cloud, Data Verifier (DV) which verifies data’s integrity and finally, Token Generator (TG) that generates tokens allowing the service provider to retrieve documents.

Fig. 3 Cryptographic Cloud Storage Architecture

Before uploading data to the cloud, Alice uses the data processor to encrypt and encode the documents along with their metadata (tags, time, size, etc.), then she sends them into the cloud. When she wants to download some documents, Alice uses the TG to generate a token and a decryption key. The token is sent to the storage provider to select the encrypted files to be downloaded. After that, the DV is invoked to verify the integrity of the data using a master key. The document is decrypted using the decryption key [33].

C. Proposed Model Main Building Block

This model combines cipher cloud model and cloud data encryption based quantum cryptography, in order to: (i) Deploy the key generation and key management techniques based on QKD to improve the availability and the reliability of the cloud computing encryption and decryption mechanisms, (ii) Manipulate heavy computing processes that cannot be executed using personal computers.

Fig. 4 Proposed Architecture

Numbers of computations are done in the proposed model before the data flying to the cloud environment, these computations can be summarized in three basic phases, enterprise, QKD, and open cloud phase as shown in fig. 4:

- **Enterprise Control (EC):** - in this phase, clients perform some pre-processing operations on of the input data before sending to the cloud environment using the following steps consequently:

  1. Customer side: ambit of end user, enterprise, and remote mobile.
  2. Cipher Cloud: embracing the encryption/decryption issues for the data or attachment files. This is bolstered by using one type of encryption algorithms such as AES, DES, and RSA.

- **QKD:** QKD is a powerful secure technique in which all tasks are computed by quantum physics and computing theory. It is not pure mathematical evolution but it is a combination of conventional cryptography, information theory and quantum mechanics [26], [27]. QKD is the most important phase in the proposed model that is annotated as the third trusted phase (TTP), it is responsible of key generation, key management and distribution. These keys used to encrypt the documents or files uploaded from client side based on symmetric encryption algorithm (AES). Moreover, it is considered as the core of the proposed model because it is hard to be traced or hacked. However, it is easy to be used, simple to be maintained and solves the complexity of the computational design that is associated with the conventional cryptography.

- **Open Cloud Phase:** this is the beefiest phase used to absorb and share the documents, the applications or the attachment files over the internet, such as Google Apps., Amazon EC2.

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper introduced a new cloud computing environment, which suggested integrates and deploys both the AES based cipher cloud and QKD as a new hybrid technique. Since any existing cloud computing environment depends on either QKD or AES algorithms for encryption/decryption process which protect users’ data from hacking as much as possible. Our attempt proposes a hybrid technique that combines both the AES and the QKD to build more secured channels for data transmission. The encryption/decryption process based the hybrid technique will be done before the storage and retrieval phases and after the user authentication phase.

Our attempt enjoys certain advantages when compared with the others, especially with respect to the secret key generation used in the encryption/decryption process, such that it (i) provides a more flexible and secured communication environment, (ii) improves the performance of the encryption/decryption process, and (iii) supports more secured data transmission process using less computational time. It can be considered as the first cloud environment that integrates both the cipher cloud gateway and the QKD mechanisms. In the future analytical and empirical evaluations will be done in order to verify the expected results from the proposed environment.
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